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Abstract—Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has significantly enhanced inter-organizational systems enabling business flexibility, Information Technology (IT) agility, and value generation. However, building a SOA that reduces technology-driven business and leverages process management seems referring to the recurrent issues of business process logic and IT alignment. This paper presents a model-driven development approach where long-running business service composition models drive their supporting service implementation models. To progress on the successful route to a SOA engineering with minimal design decisions losses, we propose a model-to-model transformation that preserves the architectural alignment between the business process and their supporting service implementation infrastructure. The result of the transformation is a component configuration model based on a SOA. It promotes the separation of business concerns, enabling quick and localized evolutions of the IT infrastructure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) refers to an architectural paradigm and discipline that may be used for organizing and building distributed software systems utilizing and providing capabilities based on business electronic services being under the ownership of different domains [1]. It is said to enable inexpensive companies’ Information Technology (IT) systems adaptation to changing business conditions [2]. Nevertheless, this flexibility regarding the readjustment of the affected IT systems makes sense only when considering the SOA as a part of the Business Process Management (BPM) [3].

As business processes define the order of work, they are directly related to the efficiency and effectiveness of the company. To avoid technology-driven business, the managed business processes must be designed at the level of business value exchange between the organizations. Accordingly, the business-driven systems based on a SOA solution must be considered independently from a specific supporting IT infrastructure [4]. However, when organizations must reflect evolutions in their existing business process models, the IT must also adapt to changing company goals. Certainly, the SOA enables flexible service-oriented systems, IT agility, and value generation, but obviously, it refers to the endless intertwining and alignment issues of the IT-level with the business-level logic. Hence, we need to combine the business process modeling space with the core SOA concepts.

In this paper, we present a Model-Driven Development (MDD) approach where long-running service-oriented business process specifications drive the supporting IT assets: starting from an abstracted view of the service interactions pertaining to a domain being modeled (i.e., in the design space), it is possible to generate a system architecture (i.e., in the runtime space) as a configuration of interacting components that are based on a SOA. Our first motivation is to automate the production of component configuration models that are aligned with the business process models. The provisioned configurations must provide an explicit architectural view of the business process structure that has led to this service implementation infrastructure. A design framework for this scenario requires a model-to-model transformation method. We propose to define a conceptual mapping rule specification and its implementation between subsets of two specific metamodel: the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN 2.0 [5]) and the Service Component Architecture (SCA 1.0 [6]). The BPMN is used by business analysts to design business process logic for software solution specifications in an SOA manner. In contrast, the SCA is used by system architects to logically modularize and compose business functions in assemblies of components. The business functions are encapsulated in software blocks that consume and offer business services. These composite application models can contain both new business services created specifically for the application and business function from existing system applications, reused as part of the composition. These models describe and guide the final system deployment architecture and its implementation as a solution for an organization-specific architecture or for an extended network of connected enterprises. However, the different usage spaces of the business processes and the system architecture causes a conceptual gap between the produced models. To overcome this de facto gap, we introduce a technique that improves the service-oriented semantic of process models before they are mapped into aligned component configuration models. Likewise, IT developers adapt these assets with less design decisions losses, and without diverging from the business goals.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section III we situate our MDD approach through the related work. In Section IV this approach starts off from the modeling of software inter-organizational systems at a business-level perspective, and leads through a model transformation, in Section V to a supporting SOA infrastructure. The
specification of the conceptual mapping rules and their implementation, presented in Section VI bridge the business process design with how the service implementations can be assembled, composed, deployed and monitored. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper, and presents the future directions of our research.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED RESEARCH

Building inter-organizational systems in a SOA manner that leverages BPM best practices implies a range of technical and methodological issues including the design and the implementation of systems models. From an architectural perspective, the model of a service-oriented system (e.g., the SOA Reference Model [7]) is a specification, for some particular purpose, of distributed business capabilities in a domain of a partnership federation. From a process flow perspective, it relates to coordinate an explicit exchange of information through automated service interactions under the control of single endpoint, called service orchestration [1]. Generally, a long-running service orchestration comprises many interactions between a set of federated business services. It refers to an automated execution of a machine-readable description that decouples the service composition layer from its implementation. This model is obtained through a task-centric methodology in the design space. In the runtime space, the process tasks are executed by a supporting component configuration that contains effective artifacts realizing the business services.

Several frameworks have emerged to help organizations to charter successful SOA solution implementations. The Object Management Group (OMG) with its well known Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) approach, provides a mean for using model transformations to direct the course of system development stages [4]. Applications are designed independently of their supporting platform-induced constraints. They stand at a Platform Independent Model (PIM) view without the details of a particular platform type and its technical requirements. A model instance mapping approach, called conceptual mapping, can be used to identify elements in the technology-neutral system model which should be partially transformed, given the choice of a Platform Specific Model (PSM) view. To automate the PIM to PSM transformation, it is necessary to determine a conceptual equivalence between the abstract elements of the used metamodels. In the SOA space, MDA enables business-level functionalities to be modeled with the Unified Modeling Language (UML) at a PIM level while being separated from their lower-level implementation [8]. Certainly, SOA models used within a MDD approach can be expressed using the UML [4], [9]. However, as UML is neither fully service-centered, nor business process-oriented [10], it is necessary to provide alternative methods to design the business process logic independently of their implementation infrastructure. Thus, model-driven design techniques needs to address the gap in existing UML modeling methodologies for the business service design and the used lower-level standards.

A top-down SOA methodology where a business process perspective leads to an IT execution perspective, is suggested in [2]. It advocates the integration of a business values perspective to the modeling process. Unfortunately, the approach is largely focused on the linkage between business operational view and functional business service view. It defines a methodology for the BPM design space, but fails to provide a practical SOA development scenario. In [3], the authors present a MDD scenario that uses the Eclipse SOA Tools Platform Intermediate Metamodel. The scenario starts off with a business process specified in the BPMN, leading to an intermediate model and resulting in a SCA assembly model [6]. The approach is promising. However, the absence of an accurate mapping between the two metamodels makes the model transformation style not viable. For example, every process task is transformed into a simple component representing a single business service. First, it requires further manual adaptation to reflect the initial process requirements. Of course, adapting the generated component configuration necessarily leads to their misalignment with the business process layer, and implies design decision losses. Second, this automated transformation is fictional, since source metamodel concepts are mapped to conceptually different target elements.

Unlike the previous approaches, we focus on the generation of a canonical component configuration model that supports a high-level business process logic. Adopting a MDD approach to build software solutions based on a SOA may require to use different technologies in the same system architecture, when implementing service infrastructure. In fact, the SCA assembly model [6] provides a framework for creating software solutions in a multi-language and multi-platform environment that are based on a SOA. Therefore, there is a need for agnostic industry standard development techniques that can help business analysts to specify business process models at a PIM level, and transform them to service implementation models. Moreover, by using a model-to-model mapping, the different system development stakeholders [11] provide to each other, without any conceptual mix, readily understandable solution models that are defined for their specific space. The next section shows the first step of our approach: a PIM design using the BPMN. Then, we show how this PIM maps to a PSM expressed in a domain specific language like the SCA. Finally, the PSM can be instantiated for a runtime environment and benefit from the SCA framework for deployment, execution and monitoring.

III. FROM A PLATFORM INDEPENDENT MODEL

To study the issues of a development scenario for a SOA solution, we have chosen the well-known travel booking service composition sample [12] as our motivating example. This sample illustrates a few situations that occur when modeling business process logic based on a SOA with the BPMN. Figure 1 depicts two BPMN’s conversation diagrams representing the collaboration logic in the travel booking service network. In this business network, the travel booker participant provides the travel booking
service to the customer and sells flight tickets, reserves hotel rooms, and provides car rental. In order to provide these business services, the travel booker establishes business links with other partners (e.g., an airline co., a hotel, a car rental co., and a payments co.) exposing other services: flight reservation, hotel reservation, car reservation, and credit card verification. The diagram (a) in Figure 1 shows the message flow exchanges between those participants, and defines their interactions. The diagram (b) in Figure 1 defines a logical grouping of the message flows and service dependencies shown as diamonds, called communications.

The BPMN allows to specify system capabilities at a PIM level that support cross-domain sharing. The BPMN models express and put in logical relation the messages exchanged between internal processes of a domain’s partners. Processes are focused on composition of services, and in that sense services become process activities. In turn, the processes become composite services. The business services are modeled as processes that expose their capabilities through provided interfaces and consume other services through required interfaces. A collaboration refers to the interactions between a collection of participants that represent business entities or roles, and which form a business service network. To define the business process logic of each partner pertaining to a domain being modeled, the BPMN refers to a service orchestration as a participant’s private process. For example, Figure IV shows a process of the travel booker participant of Figure I.

The process starts with the receipt of a travel booking request from a customer. After a check on a credit card verification, the reservations are made for a flight, a hotel, and a car rental with the specific business service providers (e.g., payments co., hotel, airline co., and car rental co.). The car reservation may need more than one attempt before to succeed. After the confirmation of the three reservations, a response is sent back to the customer. The lanes are used to organize and categorize process steps as internal sub-roles defined within the travel booker process. To sustain the separation of concerns in the service orchestration logic, each sub-role contains tasks invoking or providing operations for a single external service provider or consumer (i.e., relative the participant). Generally, this design is simpler and less error prone than the one consisting in separating the orchestration sub-roles in separate process pool. Of course, the combinatorial considerations introduced by the later design approach makes the design activity very complex. To describe the automated orchestration behavior, the atomic process steps of work are modeled as tasks:

- **A service task** defines a service usage. It invokes operations on another external participant that provides the requested service (e.g., check car reservation, in Figure IV) interacts with the car rental co.).
- **A send task** is designed to send a message to external participants. For example, the send booking response task in Figure IV invokes an operation on the customer to send back a booking response message.
- **A receive task** is a task that is designed to wait for a message arrival. For example, in Figure IV the receive booking request task receives the booking request message containing the customer requirements.
- **Other tasks** can define scripts to be interpreted by the engine executing the process (e.g., confirmation and evaluation reservation result tasks in Figure IV).

Using the BPMN at a PIM level can provide the sufficient business logic and conceptual information needed to build a complex software solution in a cross-organizational setting which is based on a SOA. From an architectural perspective, a business process model is not only intended for modeling the embedded automated process logics of the business services. It also specifies the inter-processes logic and their architectural composition settings.

**IV. MAPPING OF THE BUSINESS PROCESS MODELS**

Software architecture is a discipline related to the design of high-level structures in complex systems. In the context of the service-oriented engineering along with the component-based architectures, we understand this term as a framework for describing the functional attributes of a software system and their relations. Especially, the attributes which are consistent across the system specification, implementation and deployment. The BPMN provides features to specify business process models for complex service-oriented business networks. In addition, the SCA provides a component-based model to build software solutions in a SOA manner. It offers a way to logically modularize complex systems into component configurations which are assembled together to create solutions that serve a particular business need. It is a serious candidate to describe a system architecture.

Starting from a business service composition model with the BPMN, it is possible to obtain a deployable
component configuration architecture that captures the inter-process collaboration topology. For example, Figure 4 shows how the business process model of Figure 3 can map to a component configuration depicted with the graphical syntax of the SCA. The travel booking network composite groups and links components built from different implementation technologies, allowing appropriate technologies to be used for each business activity. Each participant in the business process model is mapped to a component in the configuration, and it is configured to interact with its partners through inter-component dependencies, called wires. To interact with service providers or consumers, the component exposes services, and consumes provided services by means of references. The interaction interfaces are attached to the references and the services. Each component contains the implementation of the business logic specified by the mapped participant’s orchestration process. For example, according to a specification of the Open SOA collaboration, the travel booker component can be implemented by a Web Services Business Process Execution Language definition that maps with the orchestration process of Figure 3. Also, depending on the SCA runtime, an executable BPMN process model can be attached to the component. The variety of the languages used to the component implementations is related to the known variety of the implementations for the SCA specifications and available tools. Obviously, depending on the IT developers choices, the component’s function can be hard coded, or can be enacted with an executable business process language. It has to be noticed that we do not make any recommendation on the use of any implementation technology. For more detailed explanations on the SCA, refer to Section 5.

This simplistic mapping is viable, but it has two major drawbacks. First, it restricts developers to a specific stack of technology standards. Second, it implies to fit already existing business processes with the BPMN, which may depend on a single external business service provider or consumer. How-
component function. Generally, it is related to a definition of state-related interface instantiations [16].

The inter-component interactions are similar to the inter-process invocations (i.e., with appropriate multiplicities). Consequently, the message exchanges between processes can map to the wires between components. However, to obtain a sound and canonical service component configuration from a high-level business process modeling language, we need to introduce a technique that emphasizes the separation of concerns between the BPMN design space and the SCA assembly space. This technique is intended for avoiding the straight mapping of inter-task dependencies to inter-component wires, which we call service orchestration partitioning. It transforms the inter-task control flow of a single orchestration process, with different roles, into message flows between separated processes, with singular roles. Also, this partitioning technique decomposes functionally monolithic business process logic into functionally equivalent decoupled logics. It ensures a more manageable configuration architecture when the business process model is mapped to the component configuration model. For lack of space, we focus on the control flow dependencies, and intentionally put the mapping of BPMN information models out of the scope of this article.

A. The Service Orchestration Partitioning

Generally, specifying a separation of the business process concerns in a BPMN service orchestration process is limited to modeling sub-roles with separated concerns, and no detail on service realization. Mapping those business process models to the supporting system architecture is a challenge to grasp and elaborate. Certainly, mapping the business-level roles into separated component concerns can be resolved manually. However, such an intuitive transformation can produce evident design decision losses, and a misalignment of business process models with their further implementations. To produce a component configuration that sustain this pillar motivation of the SOA, we introduce a practical technique to partition the business process models. This technique transforms a BPMN process task flow into a set of independent flows that are related to each others with message exchanges.

In order, to ensure a more manageable architecture, we have to decompose a complex system into smaller decoupled components with separate concerns. The decomposition provides a better view on the dependencies between the component inside the system and their relationships with the outside of the system. Also, it makes the overall component configuration more robust and flexible to business process or IT changes. In Section [14], we have mentioned that a single BPMN process potentially maps to a component, and that the inter-process dependencies map to component wires. To separate component concerns according to their interactions with external components, we have to differentiate the business process flow parts that interact with external participants. Those process flow parts have to be partitioned into separate processes. Eventually, they can be mapped into separate components. Each component will implement the business concerns of the process to which it maps. As long as each process interact with a single external participant, the mapped component will also interact with the correspondent external service.

Based on a process flow analysis, the partitioning method takes a service orchestration, and produces an equivalent set of orchestration that aggregate tasks interacting with separate external business service provider or consumer. It derives peer-to-peer interactions among process partitions from a service orchestration process with the BPMN. We consider that the business process models that have to be mapped are valid and sound. For this purpose, we adapt an algorithm presented in [17] that was originally proposed for the decentralization of abstract service composition models. The resulting process partitions interact with each other using asynchronous messaging, and without requiring any central orchestrator process. For example, Figure 5 shows a simplified partitioning result of the travel booker process of Figure [IV]. Each obtained process represent an autonomic business role. It interacts with a unique external business service (i.e., relative to the travel booker participant) through the send, receive and service initially modeled tasks. The combined behavior of those partitions provides the same execution behavior as in the input service orchestration, but without any orchestrator process.

Formally, a service network, denoted $\mathcal{S}$, contains a collection of services, denoted $\mathcal{S}_i \in \mathcal{S}$. Let’s consider that one of those services, denoted $\mathcal{S}_o \in \mathcal{S}$, is an orchestrating service which contains a BPMN process definition, denoted $\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{S}_o}$. $\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{S}_o}$ defines a set of tasks $A$ providing or invoking operations on the interfaces of the other services $\mathcal{S} \setminus \mathcal{S}_o$. The subset of tasks that refers to the same service $\mathcal{S}_i \in \mathcal{S} \setminus \mathcal{S}_o$ is denoted $\mathcal{A}_{\mathcal{S}_i}$. By applying the algorithm to $\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{S}_o}$, we obtain a new BPMN collaboration between a set of BPMN process definition partitions \{$\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{S}_1}, \mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{S}_2}, ..., \mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{S}_n}$\}, where $\mathcal{S}_i \in \mathcal{S} \setminus \mathcal{S}_o$. Each partition $\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{S}_i} \subseteq \mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{S}_o}$ includes only a subset of the tasks $\mathcal{A}_{\mathcal{S}_i} \subseteq A$ that invoke operations on (resp., or provide for) a same service provider (resp., or consumer) $\mathcal{S}_i$. Those partitions represent proxy orchestration entities that are related to each external service. They are fine-grained internal services composing the initial service $\mathcal{S}_o$. Therefore, the partitioning introduces a view of the service registry that was not visible in the initial BPMN service composition model.

![Figure 5. A partitioned orchestration process.](image-url)
In order to generate the component configuration model, the initial participant is mapped to a high-level component. The obtained sub-participants map to distinct sub-components that are attached to the high-level component (e.g., Figure 4). They contain independent service contracts, dependencies and access mechanisms with separate service providers and/or consumers. Finally, in order to compose the component, the initial service interactions are mapped to wires between the high-level components. The generated message exchanges between the sub-participants are mapped to lower-level inter-component wires. In the following, we use the result of this partitioning to generate a PSM representing a canonical component configuration described with the SCA. This component configuration architecture is intended for representing the high-level structures of the system architecture. The configuration architecture can be refined by the system architect, and the component implementation can be detailed.

V. FROM PROCESSES TO COMPONENTS

Defining a formal conceptual mapping between the BPMN and the SCA is an essential step toward a MDD approach. In this section, we present a subset of concepts from the PIM metamodel perspective and show how those concepts can be defined in similar PSM constructs. The rule specification consists in a mapping from any model built using types specified in the BPMN to models expressed using types from the SCA. We emphasize on how the service-oriented systems specified at a technology-neutral view can be (automatically) transformed into a PSM level. Due to lack of space, Table I presents a non-exhaustive classification of the mapping rules between a subset of the BPMN and the SCA metaclasses. This classification is based on a model type mapping [4]. An explanation on the rules and their implementation in a proof-of-concept prototype is given in the following.

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>BPMN Metaclass</th>
<th>SCA Metaclasses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>Domain Composite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Conversation</td>
<td>Included Composite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>Component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Participant Association</td>
<td>Composite Implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>Service Task</td>
<td>Reference and/or Callback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>Send Task</td>
<td>Reference and/or Callback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>Receive Task</td>
<td>Service and/or Callback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Wire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10</td>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>Interface or Callback Interface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A SCA assembly model consists of a series of composites defining the configuration of a SCA domain. Configuring a SCA domain is a pure deployment concern. However, we consider a SCA domain from a conceptual view, as an area of business capabilities that are controlled by a particular organization, and contribute with those capabilities to a service network. Each capability is modularized in a component that represents configured instances for providing or consuming basic business functions. In turn, a composite is used to logically assemble other components in units of deployment, and contributes with its composed business logic to a domain. When a composite represents a root-level construct that contains all the composites deployed to the domain, then it is considered as a domain composite. To provide a recursive inclusion of capabilities, a domain composite can include other composites (16), called included composites. The BPMN conversation and collaboration concepts express the logical relation of message exchanges between participants involved in a service network. A participant represents a role in a collaboration. It executes a private business process to produce an expected business function. These conceptual similarities with the SCA implies that a participant maps to a component (i.e., R3), and that its containing collaboration and/or conversation map to composites holding the component. To form a coherent component configuration, a collaboration must be mapped to a domain composite (i.e., R1), and a conversation mapped to an included composite (i.e., R2). For example, Figures 6 and 7 show how the rules from the Table I are applied to the travel booking sample depicted in Figure 1. The travel booking network composite represents the architecture of the collaboration. The SCA allows a hierarchical construction of component where high-level components are implemented by composites containing lower-level components.

For a service orchestration owned by a BPMN participant, our partitioning method produces a new sub-collaboration between a set of process partitions owned by sub-participants. Each resulting participant contains its own private process, and it is matched up with the initial participant through a BPMN participant association. Moreover, to reproduce equivalent control flow semantics to those captured by the initial orchestration, the obtained process partitions are supposed to have supplementary synchronization mechanisms. Those sub-processes directly interact with each other using asynchronous messaging with additional message flows. Since a participant maps to a component, then the obtained sub-collaboration maps to an implementing composite. Recursively, each obtained participant is mapped to a component which is placed within the implementing composite. For example, Figure 7 shows the mapping of participants resulting from the travel booker process partitioning. Each associated participant is mapped to components with the rule R3. The participant association is mapped to an implementation of the travel booker component with the rule R4. The collaboration obtained after the partitioning is maps to the travel booker composite which is attached to the implementation of the
travel booker component. The SCA allows a broad range of technologies to be used as component implementations, and different component configurations can coexist in the same composite. The process of each sub-participant maps to a specific component implementation (i.e., R5).

The BPMN communication concept corresponds to both service and reference in the SCA. Probably, the BPMN communications can capture basic aspects of the service contracts. However, they are not differentiated based on the business service usage direction. In the SCA, a service is defined from a reference. Each of them characterizes the direction of the first exchanged message between two components. The sender of the first message is considered to be a client that invokes operations on the interface of a service provider component. If there is a response message going back to the client, the service provider uses the callback interface of the sender component. In this case, a callback is used to provide the asynchronous messaging. When a component plays both consumer and provider roles, callbacks are defined for its services and/or references. Therefore, in order to correctly compose the components, it is necessary to determine which process task sends the first message. A simple static analysis of the process flow is considered to distinguish tasks by outgoing or incoming message interactions with the external participants.

After the orchestration partitioning (i.e., Section IV-A), each process in the collaboration has dedicated interaction interfaces with the other participants. The first service task maps to a reference (i.e., R6). Also, when it has defined incoming messages, then it is also mapped to a callback. Accordingly, a first send task is mapped to a reference and a first receive task maps to a service (i.e., R8). Obviously, the process flow specifications can contain a range of other send tasks (resp., receive tasks) after the first receive task (resp., a first service task) to interact with the same external participant (e.g., Figure 5). In this case, a send task (resp., a receive task) is mapped to a callback (i.e., R7) and it is associated with the first mapped reference (resp., service). The BPMN operations used by the tasks (i.e., contained in BPMN interfaces) map to SCA operations. They are associated with a SCA interface and/or a callback interface depending messaging style. Unfortunately, the BPMN 2.0 specification does not define sufficient semantics for operation calling styles between participant’s interfaces, when the SCA makes the differentiation between operation call semantics. As shown in Figure 6 depending on how the travel booker process tasks interact with the external services (i.e., relative to the participant), they map to services, references, and/or callbacks defined for the composite implementing the travel booker component. Also, to be correctly resolved, the external contracts defined for component services or references (i.e., contained in a composite) must be promoted by services and references defined for the composite. The synchronization tasks added by the service orchestration partitioning are similarly mapped by the previous rules. For example, the tasks defining the message flows between the process partitions of Figure 5 map to the constructs defining the interaction between the component interfaces contained in the travel booker composite of Figure 6. Obviously, the component configuration architecture described with the wires is structurally aligned with the inter-process relations defined by the BPMN communication. Figures 6 and 7 show how communications map to wires (i.e., R9) between the components.

Finally, to automate the generation of deployable component configuration models from the business process models, we use the ATLAS Transformation Language [18] chain as depicted in Figure 8 This proof-of-concept prototype involves metamodels transformations. The BPMN and the SCA metamodels are created using the core Eclipse Modeling Framework (Ecore [19]). The BPMN diagrams and the SCA definitions metamodels are specified in terms of the eXtensible Markup Language schema definition (XML). Rather than using intermediate model facilities, we advocate a direct transformation process (i.e., based on XML Schemas) that starts off from a BPMN XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) file containing a business service composition model (e.g., Figures 4 and 1). The orchestrations contained in the previous model are partitioned into a set of sub-orchestrations. They form a second BPMN model (e.g., Figure 5). Subsequently, this model is transformed into a SCA assembly model contained in XML files. The resulting component configuration and composite structures (e.g., Figures 6 and 7) describe the system architecture. Eventually, realizing some change in a specific single business service contract brings into play only a part of the component configuration architecture. Also, it becomes possible only when looking at the component configuration architecture to localize the concerned parts to be changed, without spying on the component implementations.

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this article, we have presented a model-driven development methodology for inter-organizational systems that
are based on a SOA. The approach advocates a service-oriented IT infrastructure provision from a business process specification while tackling with their architectural alignment issues. The method relies on development scenarios where long-running business process model specifications based on a SOA drive component configurations for runtime platforms based on distributed architectures. When designing PIMs with the BPMN, business analysts focus on the business logic without being bothered by any implementation-specific configuration information.

The introduced mapping rules and their implementation in a proof-of-concept prototype enable the automatic transformation of BPMN models to SCA assembly models representing deployable component configurations. The mapping does not require neither further manual architectural adjustment on the generated component configuration, nor intermediate models. Thus, less design decisions are lost during the model transformation process. The presented method of BPMN orchestration partitioning provides to system architects a “what you model is what you get” design manner for the MDD. Once partitioning takes place, each orchestration specification depends on a single service provider or consumer. This principle provides a strict indication on the final PSM output that consists of a SCA assembly model. It adds a clear architectural view about how fine grained services are composed, that the BPMN fails to capture. Finally, when component configuration models are generated, they are aligned at the best with the business-level logic. The reuse of some existing services as well as creating new services to be reused in other parts of a global SOA solution become more evident for IT developers.

From an IT perspective, the obtained component configurations can be instantiated for a SCA runtime environment and benefit from the SCA framework for deployment, execution and monitoring. The decomposition in smaller decoupled components ensures a more manageable architecture. It also provides a better view on the dependencies between the component inside the system and their relationships outside of the system, making the overall environment more robust to business process or implementation changes.

At the actual stage of our work, we are not tackling with the expression of non-functional requirements. However, it is an important aspect of service orchestration and has an impact service implementation. In our future work, we want to integrate the SOA Modeling Language profile into our MDD approach to accommodate the BPMN conceptual limits. Also, we want to improve our methodology to reach an effective business-IT agility and a round-tripping between the component configuration and the business process spaces.
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